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Depositional ice growth is an important microphysical process impacting cloud 
formation in mixed phase and cirrus clouds. The habits and growth rates of 
ice crystals sensitively depend on temperature, pressure and supersaturation. 
However, surface effects controlling vapor deposition are challenging to 
constrain experimentally.  This lack of clear physical understanding makes it 
challenging to predict ice crystal habits and growth rates in weather and 
climate models.

Recent progress has been made with the development of the Diffusion 
Surface Kinetics Ice Crystal Evolution (DiSKICE) model, and its extension to 
”budding” bullet rosettes (Fig. 2), although both parametric and structural 
uncertainty, particularly at low temperatures (T<235 K), still remain.

.

Figure 2: Current and 
proposed models for 
depositional ice growth in 
cirrus clouds. 
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“Both parametric 
and structural 
uncertainty, 
particularly at low 
temperatures, 
still remain.”

Figure 8: Observational sources of ice growth in cirrus clouds. (Left) low 
resolution CPI images from the SPARTICUS campaign, adapted from Um et 
al. 2015. (Right) high resolution images (from cirrus cloud case measured 
during the ICEBall Campaign) 
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Figure 2. Example CPI images of ice crystals: (a) bullet rosette, (b) columns, and (c) plates taken during SPARTICUS. The projected
maximum dimension (D0, red), projected width (W 0, yellow), and projected length (L0, green), are indicated in the first crystal in each
panel. For each crystal, temperature (T , �C) and projected maximum dimension (D0, µm) are listed. For columns, the upper three images are
columns with orientations, whereas the lower three are horizontally oriented with respect to the imaging plane.

Figure 3. A comparison between the projected maximum dimen-
sion (D0) of columns (black) and plates (red) measured using the Ice
Crystal Ruler (IC-Ruler) and those obtained from CPIView. Corre-
lation coefficient (r) and slope of best fit line of CPIViewD

0 against
D

0 from IC-Ruler embedded in the panel. The black dashed line is
a 1 : 1 line.

than columnar crystals at T <⇠ �55 �C during TWP-ICE.
Of course, the analysis is complicated by the fact that crys-
tals are observed at locations where they did not necessarily

form, and have grown or sublimated on paths taking them
through different regimes.
During TWP-ICE, Um and McFarquhar (2009) showed

much higher occurrence of plates and their aggregates on
2 February compared with the other 2 days, 27 and 29 Jan-
uary, when aged cirrus were sampled. The analyzed plates at
T <⇠ �55 �C were sampled within convective anvils on 2,
6, 10, and 12 February during TWP-ICE (see Table 4). They
were most likely generated at higher temperatures under dif-
ferent environmental conditions and subsequently raised to
lower temperatures by convection. Thus, transport (e.g., con-
vection, advection, and sedimentation) as well as environ-
mental conditions govern the relation between temperature
and crystal habit. Because of this, Bailey and Hallett (2004)
indicated that in situ aircraft observations of ice crystals
could lead to a skewed view of correlation between tempera-
ture and habit. However, knowledge of correlations between
microphysical properties (e.g., habit and size) of ice crystals
and environmental conditions at a sample location is just as
important as with properties at the place of crystal origin for
verification of numerical models and retrieval algorithms.
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Are single crystal studies consistent with cloud chambers?
YES.
Previous studies found very high constant deposition coefficients in 
cloud chamber experiments (Skrotzki et al 2013) and very low 
deposition coefficients for single crystals in vertical flow chambers 
(Magee et al 2006), indicating a discrepancy.

Our recent study indicates that most cloud chamber experiments can 
be modeled with both a constant deposition coefficient or with the 
DiSKICE model under the assumption of growth by abundant surface 
dislocations. Greater deviation from all models is observed for T<205 K 
(Fig. 5).

Does ice nucleation mode impact ice 
deposition?
MAYBE.
Both static diffusion chamber (Pokrifka et 
al. 2020) and cloud chamber studies (Fig. 
6) indicate differences between 
depositional ice growth rates and surface 
processes following heterogenous and 
homogenous nucleation. This suggests 
that ice deposition should be considered 
an aerosol-cloud interaction in cirrus 
models. 

Figure 5: Mean Absolute Percent Error between 
observed time series of IWC and modeled IWC in 
AIDA using DiSKICE (above). 

Comparisons between cloud chamber observations and DiSKICE model

Future work: Learning about ice microphysics from low and high resolution images of atmospheric ice crystals 

Reducing parametric and structural uncertainty
UNITING DISPARATE OBSERVATIONS
Future work will use Bayesian parameter estimation and deep learning to 
put stronger constraints and reduce structural uncertainty in ice deposition 
models by combining laboratory measurements and observations from 
recent DOE-ARM supported field campaigns (Figure 8).

• Can we use Bayesian parameter estimation to put stronger constraints 
on critical supersaturations for T<235 K? (Figs. 3 & 7)

• Can we robustly account for uncertainty from disparate observations?

• Can CPI images (Figure 8, left images) be used to put stronger 
constraints on models for depositional growth for larger ice crystals? 

• What is the intrinsic dimension of depositional ice growth?

Randel and Jensen, 2013
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radiative balances18. Near-continuous observations of cirrus clouds 
by space-based lidar since 200619 have provided improved under-
standing of large-scale structure17,20 and variability, showing that 
TTL cirrus are closely coupled to well-known modes of tropical 
circulations such as the Madden-Julian oscillation and El! Niño/
Southern Oscillation21,22.

Atmospheric radiative "uxes are especially sensitive to tem-
peratures and water vapour concentrations in the tropical upper 
troposphere23. #eoretical arguments suggest that the altitude of 
tropical deep convective out"ow is closely coupled to radiative 
balances in the TTL (ref.!24), so that TTL processes can in"uence 
convective out"ow and the equilibrium tropospheric circulation25. 
Further, the TTL chemical composition has fundamental impor-
tance for chemical behaviour of the stratosphere, and for global 
ozone in particular; for example, halogen species contributing to 
stratospheric chemical ozone loss cycles must transit through the 
TTL. For these reasons, understanding the detailed circulations 
of the TTL and capturing the underlying physics in chemistry–
climate models is of key importance. However, the complexity 
of the region, involving transition from convective to radiatively 
controlled regimes, with a combination of large- and small-scale 
circulations and complex cloud and radiative behaviour, makes 
comprehensive modelling of this region a daunting challenge.

Dynamics of tropical upwelling, the annual cycle and tracers
#e large-scale mean upwelling circulation in the TTL is forced by 
the action of atmospheric waves originating primarily outside of 
the tropics, such as mid-latitude weather systems or high latitude 
stratospheric planetary waves. Extratropical disturbances tend 
to propagate towards low latitudes during their life cycles, and 
the dissipation of waves through mechanical or thermal damp-
ing produce mean poleward motions in the stratosphere which 
induce upwelling over tropical latitudes (Fig.!1b). Because of the 
dynamical balances inherent to large-scale atmospheric circula-
tions, tropical upwelling for slow time scales such as the seasonal 
cycle or long-term interannual trends is most e$ectively forced by 
wave dissipation in the subtropics26,27. In contrast, faster variability 
such as week-to-week changes can be e$ectively forced by high-
latitude waves. #e importance of subtropical wave forcing has 
been emphasized in recent studies focused on the annual cycle28, 
enhanced upwelling during El!Niño events29 and the response to 
climate change30,31.

#e annual cycle within the TTL is especially interesting, 
with an approximate factor-of-two variation in the strength of 
upwelling and temperature changes of up to 8!K in the lower strat-
osphere, with faster upwelling and colder temperatures during 
boreal winter. #e annual cycle in temperatures occurs exclusively 
above 15! km; there is almost zero seasonal variation in tropical 
temperatures below this level. It was originally proposed that the 
tropical annual cycle was a response to the annual cycle of strato-
spheric planetary wave forcing in winter–spring high latitudes, 
especially the large Northern Hemisphere peak during December–
March32,33. However, owing to improved dynamical understand-
ing of slow time scales, more recent analyses of the annual cycle 
have focused on the importance of extratropical waves dissipating 
in the subtropics34–36. It also seems that planetary waves gener-
ated within the tropics by deep convection contribute to forcing 
mean upwelling28,37–39. However, the details of how these di$erent 
mechanisms contribute to stronger upwelling during boreal win-
ter, driving the annual cycle in temperatures and tracers, remain 
to be clari%ed.

An important consequence of the TTL upwelling is the verti-
cal transport of trace constituents. #is is especially important for 
ozone, which has a strong vertical gradient across the TTL owing to 
photochemical production in the stratosphere. #e annual cycle in 
upwelling produces a large variation in lower stratospheric ozone, 
of up to a factor of two near the tropopause, which is approxi-
mately in phase with temperatures. Recent work has emphasized 
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Figure 1 | Schematic of the large-scale structure and circulation of the TTL 
in the latitude–height plane. The influence of tropical deep convection and 
interactions with other regions of the atmosphere are highlighted. The solid 
line in the tropics near 17!km indicates the cold-point tropopause, and the 
dotted lines denote the extratropical tropopause. Contours represent the 
zonal average winds, and the wriggled lines highlight two-way transport 
between the TTL (blue region) and extratropics. The upward arrow across 
the tropical tropopause indicates the large-scale upwelling associated with 
the Brewer-Dobson circulation. The latitude scale is proportional to area 
(weighted by cos (latitude)). b, Large-scale dynamical structure of the zonal 
mean atmosphere, highlighting the propagation of tropical and extratropical 
waves (denoted by arrows) that dissipate in the subtropics (red regions), 
inducing polewards motion in the subtropical lower stratosphere and time 
mean upwelling within the TTL.

Figure 2 | Satellite observations of water vapour in the lower stratosphere 
demonstrate the transport of air from the TTL to high latitudes. Air is 
dehydrated near the cold-point tropical tropopause over latitudes 20°!N–S, 
with a strong annual cycle related to minimum tropical temperatures during 
the boreal winter season. This dehydrated air is e"ectively transported to 
middle and high latitudes in both hemispheres; note that the interannual 
changes in tropical water vapour are reflected at higher latitudes. The boreal 
summer maxima are related to monsoonal circulations. These data (for the 
390!K potential temperature level) are from the Aura MLS instrument.
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Troposphere

Stratosphere

Tropical 
tropopause
layer (TTL)

Cirrus clouds (thin, high ice 
clouds which typically form 
above ~6km) have 
significant radiative impacts 
and represent the last stage 
of dehydration for air 
entering the stratosphere 
through the TTL.

Stratospheric water vapor 
acts an important green 
house gas [Solomon et al. 
2010].
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Figure 6: Ice growth for heterogeneous (left) and 
homogenous nucleation (right) experiments at similar 
temperatures (T ~205 K) indicate different subsequent ice 
growth rates (Lamb et al., ACPD 2022).

Figure 3: Surface effects impacting ice growth 
(above) and characteristic supersaturations as 
a function of supercooling (right)

Figure 1: Some of the coldest temperatures on earth 
are experienced by high-altitude cirrus clouds forming 
in the TTL, a very cold, dry region in the tropics.

Figure 4: AIDA Cloud chamber

Lamb, K. D., Harrington, J. Y., Clouser, et. al.. Atmos. Chem. Phys. Discuss. in review, 2022.

Figure 7: MCMC fit of parcel model with fixed deposition 
coefficient to data from a cloud chamber experiment (left), 
with posterior parameter probability estimate (right)


